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The Box was the unofficial name given to small scale secret Soviet facilities such 
as design bureaux for weapons, aircraft, space and military electronics. These 
functioned much like Closed Cities, but were typically only around the size of a 
factory. The name box was usually classified, as were the activities undertaken 
there.
 This project can be seen as the continued exploration of the concerns 
addressed in the long term project Closed Cities (cf. Sailer, G.: Closed Cities. 
Heidelberg, Kehrer: 2012) but with slightly different criteria. New approaches to 
the topic have been created by re-focussing in form and content. By focussing 
on the low light levels and uncanniness of these places, their unspoken sub-
texts are allowed to come to the fore. As such, the photography is allowed more 
emotion and immediacy than in Closed Cities. The architecture of these boxes 
can be considered as an information carrier. It alters to a stage on which perso-
nal memories, emotions, atmospheres and their consequences correlate. So The 
Box must not only to be seen as a secret functional place but also as a platform 
upon which different time structures are permitted to cross. The Box can almost 
be thought of as a type of black box recorder: these spaces preserve informati-
on, but at the same time they also conserve pseudo-information. It is more the 
selector of „underground data“ and works as a subjective space than filtering for 
the truth of information and for where it comes from.
 
The definate location selected for this project is the secret „Messerschmitthalle“ 
in the now-disused mines of Schwaz (Tyrol). This secret underground factory 
for the production of the infamous aircraft was constructed during World War II 
within the existing infrastructure of the 15th Century silver mines. Hundreds of 
slave labourers had to work there under horrible conditions in order to success-
fully produce the world’s first operational jet-powered fighter aircraft. The area is 
situated about 2000 metres underground in absolute darkness and (nowadays) 
without the service of any infrastructure. The proposed illumination of these huge 
caverns is a fundamental requirement in revealing the architecture of this semi-
legendary space and in doing so, exploring the visual and emotional impact of 
one such historically-significant Box.

The photographs on the surface describe the location where the former forced 
labor camp constructed for the „Messerschmitthalle“ has been situated. 
Later the French occupying forces used the camp as detention center for Natio-
nal Socialists and named it „Oradour“. Today nothing is reminiscent of this place. 

































THE BOX

Edition: 5
Format: 40x40x40 cm
Handmade with CNC-milled slots for 15 black&white photographs 
(30x38 cm) mounted on aluminium.
Materials: black MDF-boards, grey fine boards out- and inside coated 
with Fedrigoni Savile Row Plain dark grey.

The iron sheet on the top cover comes directly out of the „Messer-
schmitthalle“ and is part of an original Me 262-fighter jet. Each edition 
gets its individual iron sheet which makes them all unique. 

The booklet is bound by hand, has 56 pages and is stamped on the 
front and back cover. The essay I wrote enables an insight into the 
myth of the underground and deals with subjects as black box, the 
underground projects of the German Reich during World War II and 
also the „Messerschmitthalle“. Historical photographs and plans com-
plement the text. 

The photographs are available also independently from the binders-
box individually or as series. Formats: 150x120 cm and  50x40 cm 
mounted on aluminium with steel frame. Edition: 5 + 2 AP
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